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SSCLH2 # 2 Vaporizer Statistics
Cross Section Flow 
Area (ft2)
3.36 0.05 3.09
Volume (ft3) 168.05 0.65 30.88
Surface Area (ft2) 2050 7200 12800
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Factorsn
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Actions Takenn
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Performed systems requirement reviewn
Initiated redesignn
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Extremely low available head pressuren
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Corrective Actions
Cost considerationsn
New design not best valuen
High cost to fabricate and installn
Scope growth hard to controln
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Corrective Actions
Repair of Original Vaporizersn
Damaged during hurricane preparation activitiesn
Planned for salvagen
Performed pressure leak checksn
Certified weld procedures and welders for coppern
Repaired leaks by weldingn
Replaced bent tubingn
Pressurized and leak checkedn
Cleaned for hydrogen servicen
Replaced drip pansn
Installation and checkout ongoingn
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Lessons Learned
Incorrect assumptions can be extremely n
costly
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Communicate
Loss of continuity during contract n
changes
Changes in personnel assigned to taskn
Ensure adequate documentationn
Involve users for requirement n
identification
Value of a good specificationn
Technical remindersn
Hydrogen head pressures are unforgivingn
Extremely light liquidn
Pressure drops change significantly with n
temperature
Use system approach analysisn
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